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Five Girls Vie For Legislative President
Candidate:
Candidate:
Carolyn Hingerty Linda Gardner

Candidate
Candidate:
Margaret Bridges Kaye Boykin

Home: Suffolk, Virginia
Home: Sandston, Virginia
Major: Elementary Education
Major: Elementary Education
Questions:
Questions:
1. Do you think that Longwood, 1. Do you think that Longwood
College as an institution of high-, College as an institution of higher
er learning should give its stu- learning should give its students
dents an opportunity for self an opportunity for self governgovernment? Why?
ment? Why?
The primary function of the| Longwood College as an instiStudent Government Association! tution of higher learning should
Is to act at all times in the best. help its students to grow in wisInterest and welfare of the stu-] dom and maturity as well as in
dent body as a whole. I feel that knowledge. Therefore Longwood
the students of Longwood College should definitely give its students
have shown their desireandwill- an opportunity for self governingness to accept the respon-l ment as a means of helping
Elections committee 1 to r.: Ella McDade Jr.; Donna
sibility of managing their owni the student to gain this wisdom Sistrunk, Frosh.; Kathy Still, Chairman. Missing. Judy Koch
affairs and that they should be; and maturity. By giving the stu- iSr.l Gay Rice lex officioi, Marilyn Green Soph.
allowed to do so. It is the stu-' dent this opportunity for self govdents themselves who know and ernment, the students are enunderstand campus problems. couraged to take an interest in
Since they face these problems1 the name and image of their
and live with them each day, they i school and to take pride in its
are the most capable and quali- accomplishments. Self governfied people to suggest con-1 ment also helps the school to
Home: Tampa, Florida
structive and workablesolutions. gain the best possible and most
Major: English
The students are also more will- effective form of government beQuestions:
ing to give their hearty support cause of the fact that the students,
1. Do you think that Longwood
to rules which they have made who best understand the position
College as an institution of higher
for themselves, rather than to of their own fellow students are
learning should give its students
arbitrary administrative laws. the ones who run the school's
an opportunity for self governStudent representation and government.
ment? Why?
participation in deciding the gov2. Do you think there should
I feel that any girl who has
ernmental affairs of the college be some control over grade rereached college age should be
is the basis upon which our Stu- quirements for student activiable to make most of her own
dent Government is founded. As ties? How would you administer
decisions concerning academic
our college enrollment grows this control?
and social affairs, if not dieach year, inevitably the students
A student who is going to parrectly, then through a repreare being held more accountable ticipate in a college activity must
sentative body such as the Legisfor conducting their own affaris. have adequate time to devote to
lative Board. Even when mistakes
With each increase in student re- this activity in order to keep
are made, the opportunity for
sponsibility there is a concurrent the various campus clubs and orFREDA RICHARDS
self-government will help a girl
growth in the maturity and judg- ganizations functioning in their
to mature and grow into a conSCHEDULE
ment of the student body upon proper capacity. It is very imsciencious citizen. The adjustwhich this responsibility rests. portant that there be some grade
ment from student to career
Conferences:
Through active participation in control over student activities,
woman will be much easier if
November 2—Legislative
student government Longwood because a student who has a great
the student is given a chance
November 3—Judical
students are becoming better deal of difficulty with grades
to prove to herself and her conNovember 7—House
prepared to meet their personal cannot devote the necessary time
temporaries that she has the
Association
problems and public obligations to these activities.
| self-discipline and stability to
November
8—Athletic
In our democratic society.
This grade control could prob. make her own decisions.
Association
2. Do you think there should ably best be administered through
2. Do you think there should
November 9— YWCA
be some control over grade re- the activities and academic af| be some control over grade reElections Assembly—Novquirements for student activi- fairs committees and by forming
quirements for student activiember 10
ties? How would you administer an inter-club council which could
ties? How should you administer
Primary Flection—Novemthis control?
keep a check over the grade rethis grade control?
ber 14
longwood, along with other quirements of the various organiHolding a major office is timeGeneral Elections—Novemcolleges across the nation is now zations. Each organization would
consuming and often takes away
ber lfi
•xperiencing an increased em- be responsible for checking its
from hours ordinarily spent
phasis on academics. Grade con- members' grades and upholding
< '.mini:: Minor Elections
studying. Often the grades of
trol over student activities is a its grade requirements. These
Sign Petitions November
an average student will drop
helpful and necessary outgrowth organizations would in turn re28. 29
when she holds an important
of this emphasis. In order to 'port this to the inter-club counINDEX FOR REFERENCE |office; when this happens, the
have a well-balanced and fruit- cil which would control campus
Legislative Board—Page 1
; student must sacrifice either
ful college career I feel that .c tsvities so that all the organizaJudicial Board—Page 2
I grades or the office, and often
each student should strive to at- tions on campus would function in
■louse Association—Page 3
'cannot do justice to either of
tain a harmonizing balance be- the best interests of both the Athletic Association—Page
I them. Therefore I feel that there
tween academic pursuits and col- school and the students.
3
should be set grade requirements
■ Continued on Page 3>
YWCA—Page 4
3. Recently there has been
for such offices. Rather than
much discussion concerning acaset these up arbitrarily, I would
demic affairs and improving the
look into the averages of past
quality of teaching. What is a good
officers, both before and after
teacher?
holding office, and try to esA good teacher is one who can
tablish the requirements from
provide the student with the best
the results.
possible background and factual
3. Recently, there has been
Information on a subject and do
much discussion concerning acaso in a manner that creates an
demic affairs and improving the
interest on the part of the stuquality of teaching. What is a
dent and challenges the student to
good teacher?
make the most of the educational
A good teacher is one that is
opportunities presented to him. A
truly concerned about his or her
teacher who can make a subject
students, and is wiUing to give
interesting and challenging
of his own time to help the stuitnough that the student actually
dent in need. I feel that a close
wants to learn is truly a good
personal relationship between
teacher.
faculty and student is important,
4. In what specific areas of
but since is often not possible
Student Government will you
In some of the larger classes,
place your emphasis?
just knowing that the teacher
The student government of
is concerned and available for
Longwood College functions both
Individual consultation is someLINDA GARDNER
CAROLYN HINOERTY
(Continued from Page 3)
(Continued on Page 2)

Candidate:
Freda Richards

Home: Richmond, Virginia
Major: EngUsh
Questions:
1. Do you think that Longwood
College, as an Institution of higher learning, should give its students an opportunity for selfgovernment? Why?
At an institution of higher
learning, students prepare themselves further for the adult world.
Soon students will have the legal
right to express their opinions
and voices in their city, state,
and national government. It is
only fitting that the student should
have an experience in a kind
of self-government at college.
The Student Government of a
college offers such experience.
This gives every student a chance
to work with other students and
the administration and create
a realistic and fair set of standards and rules. I believe that
Longwood is fortunate to have
such a system, and should continue its government by and for
the student body.
2. Do you think there should
be some control over grade requirements for student activities? How would you administer
this grade control?

HOME: Chesapeake, Virginia
Major: English and Speech
Questions:
1. Do you think that Longwood
College, as an institution of higher learning, should give its students an opportunity for selfgovernment? Why?

KAYE BOYKIN

Self-government on any college campus is one of the most
important experiences offered a
student. Harold Taylor, in his
essay "Human Nature and Education," made the following
comment concerning the purposes of higher education: "The
gap between the academic and
personal must be closed by the
union of counseling and learning,
learning with acting, and acting
with* doing." This statement lias
much meaning when you consider
the principle that higher education should train the student for
citizenship as weU as prepare
him for a vocation. The college
administration, faculty, and curriculum provides the student with
opportunities for "counseling and
learning." The student must then
take upon himself the responsibility of combining these Naming opportunities wil
. The
MARGARET BRIDGES
only way th.it tba student can do
lf-government
At Longwood, too many stu- this is tin
dents become involved in extra- which offers him training for
curricular activities, only to citizenship, auumptlOfl oi refind that they have sacrificed sponsibilities both personal and
their education in the long run. acadMnlC, and provisions forexIt is unfortunate to see a girl in .sion of his IdM - and opin• lfon academic probation or even ! ions. These Mptl Li
out of school because she has , government are the means by
the
devoted all of her time to out- 1 which tii
side activities. For this reason, "actin with doing" Ui ,,]v they
parI feel that there should be certain prepare him for i
standards and grade require- ticipation in both hi
ments for a girl to be a member th> society in which be will live.
2. Do you think then should
or officer or an organization.
rade reThe administration of these bo some cont I
quirements
1
artivistandards and requirements
i ties? How would you administer
would be carried out by a
raaV conti
ing committee of the Legislative
In order for an Institution of
; Board. Before a girl would be
i to be a member of any hi her learnui to tl ill II >tutnocorganization or run for an office, dents t'n
, racy, it nual tni li h tin itndenl
her grades would be el
lally.
by the Legislative Committee and both mentally
important obthus her eligibility deti-rmined. Granted, I
or unlvei
3. Recently there has been
much discussion concernu.
■

demic attain and Improvni the
quality of teaching. Wlu'
good teach
jifflcull
'I feel to be a good tM
in absolute terms. There are,

•rtalo qualltk
(Continued on Page 4)
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Shell's Yells

Mistake Of Indecision

Once ogam Longwood College places its life in
jeopardy
once again we can all face an uncertain future
once again the student body is to be called upon to
make several very serious decisions It is major election
time
The Rotunda does not want to overemphasize the
importance of voting, however we hope that each student
will realize the necessity of turning out at the polls, and
casting a well thought out ballot So often views and feelings on elections are so overdone that the entire idea is
run into the ground We do not want to run an idea into
the ground, but we feel that certain points can again be
brought out beneficially Our only wish it that you listen,
for the points about to be cited are important and should
be followed
Major offices are no picnic It takes more than |ust a
good sense of humor, or good connections around the
campus, or being able to 'delegate' your way out of hard,
honest labor The presidency of one of our major organizations is truly a serious matter The positions are so
responsible that we, as the student body selecting our
leaders, must consider the weight that each office carries.
We must try to select the most qualified candidate to fill
each office.
No set standards of qualifications for maior offices
or minor ones, for that reason, actually exist in an easily
definable way. However, there do exist many points we
should consider Often the most capable person is the one
that, for us, is the most difficult to vote for. We should
ugmtnuinot let popularity influence our decisions for voting. This
task is perhaps the most difficult — to vote for someone
you do not know especially well as a person, but whom
you feel is the best person for the |ob We implore the
If you carrot all. you'll turnip at tin- polls and vote.
student body to consider all facets of a person before'
casting that ballot Seek the best qualified person for
every position. The people put in office will carry a great
deal of influence and importance around the Longwood
campus; therefore, it is absolutely necessary that we find
the most competent leaders possible.
Home: Alexandria, Virginia
The most important part of elections is not merely Home: Radford, Virginia
Major: Elementary Education
coming out and voting It is narrowing the candidates Major: English
Questions:
down to the most suitable one. The greatest power of all Questions:
1. What would you consider
1. What would you consider the
rests in the hands of the student body We only hope you
the most important duty of a most important duty of a Judicial
will use it wisely and well.

, government-is able to see the
other, and I feel that this lack
(Continued from Page 1)
I of understanding is a problem
times helpful. A good teacher | that should be solved,
should not only possess know- student government should not
ledge, but should be able to have to be regarded as a body
impact it in a meaningful way separate from the rest of the
to the students.
students, but rather should be
4. In what specific areas of seen as an integral part of the
Student Government will you!entire student body, working to
place your emphasis?
I bring the administration and the
I will place specific emphasis students of the college to a beton communication between the, ter understanding of one another.
Legislative Board and the stu-,
——■
dent body, because I feel that
the Board, in order to represent SEA Holds Meeting,
the students, must be aware oi Sponsors Observance
the general trends of student Of Education Week
thought. 1 will announce the
Legislative Board meetings
By CHRIS DIXON
more, and when certain areas On Sunday, November 6, a
of college life are being dis- special WFLO radio broadcast
cussed, I will invite those stu-.will usher in observance of Nadents who are directly concerned. tional Education Week on the
For instance, when May Day is;Longwood campus. At 12:30p.m.,
discussed, those people who are|.<Longwood Speaks" will host
currently in charge of May Day,tne executive council, Kathy
should be present.
■ stone Patsy Morton Pai wine.
ry tC
all^TTli! WiV
, Te larger, Chris Dixon, and adviser,
Ch00i r ath
?ha„ Kf r
,
, f Mr. George EUiot, of the Studen
than jibt a few equal opportunity Education Association. They will
for expression. There are large i dlscuss tne purpose pla
^
numbers o students involved in; activities ofS.E.A. for the coming
campus activities that never re- [ vear
ceive recognition; I feel that, A meeting of the Student Edthese organizations should be; ucation Association will be held
given equal time.
|Monda November 7 at 5.20 m
Inaddtion. I will try to make;Miner Building. Guest speaker
sure that the sudents are aware wiU be Mr. B, A_ Rubley preSof current student governmental ident of ^ Longwood Chapter
problems, and that they are also of tte Virginia Education Assocaware of the reasons behind a iation. He will report on the
qwdflc decision. Neither side programs presented at the V.E.A.
of the coin-students and student convention November 4-6

The Collegiate Music Room
Cordially Invites You To Its Open House
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3. FROM 9-9
Highlighting The Day's Events Are
SPECIAL ENTERTAINMENT

And
DOOR PRIZES
Special Prices Will Also Be Featured:
MONORAUL L.P.'s — $2.72
45'c — 78c
And These Purchases Will
Count Toward The Record Club
Last Week's Winner In The
Achievement Contest—Gay Rice

See Our Big Brother For The Most and
Best In Food,The Leader In This Area

The Slag And Fawn Rooms
Remember those special parties such as BIRTHDAYS
— With 8 or more people coke is furnished free.

Candidate:
Sherry Grimes
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And those free deliveries on those cold or wet nights
olwoys your friend — where the college crowd
gathers.

Candidate: j Candidate:
Alice Rennie Eleanor Wnines

Home: Richmond, Virginia
Home: Heidelburg, Germany
Major: Elementary Education
Major: Elementary Education
Questions;
Questions:
1. What should you consider
1. What would you consider
the most important duty of a| the most important duty of a
Judicial Board member?
Judicial Board member?
Sincerity and fairness should I The most important duty of a
be prevalent in the minds of all i Judicial Board member is to act
Judicial Board members to en- always in the interest of the
able the Board to function in individual student. She has been
their best capacity. These two elected by her class or by the
qualities should be interwoven in student body to represent them
the duties of the Board - the and to act for them. She has an
important ones I feel, being obligation to fulfill that must be
met with understanding and knowsecrecy and openmindedness.
There should be absolute sec- ledge.
recy in the result of any case
2. What are your ideas on how
heard by the Judicial Board to Blacklist cases should be
protect the accused whether she handled?
be guilty or innocent.
The present manner of handling
It is also essential that a Ju- Blacklist cases should be evaldicial Board member attend a uated to sort out some of its
case hearing with an open mind. strong and weak points. The presOnly after all evidence is pre- ent procedure involves the
sented should she make her de- Judicial Board voting as to
cision stating the reason for her j whether a person should be placed
decision.
on the Blacklist and then voting
2. What are your ideas on how : for the length of time for the
Blacklist cases should be' blacklisting. The person involved
handled?
ll then notified of the Board's
decision. I feel that a few suggestions may make this procedure more effective and consistent. I would like to have the
student body more aware of why
Judicial Board member?
a person is placed on the BlackBoard member?
The most important duty of The quality which determines
list, so Hut maybe a few of
the cases could be avoided. I
a Judicial Board member is to j the majority of the most highly
remain fair and objective, putting respected and revered judicial
do not advocate publicizing the
aside personal prejudices and | personnel in our country is that
reasons for individual cases, but
rather general reasons why a
turning her fuU attention to each of impartiality. All too often the
matter that may come before prejudice and bias of those who
person may be blacklisted. I
would also like to have some
her. She must remember that have assumed the responsibility
sort of framework developed as
she is acting on behalf of the of judging the wrongs of their
student body and is thus re- fellow men, regardless of seto what constitutes a Blacklist
decision and the length of time
sponsible to them. But she has verity, has resulted in unjust
also been elected to exercise penal decisions. Here at Longfor blacklisting, so that the Board
her own judgment and must do wood College, the judicial system
can work with more consistency.
so conscientiously.
3. What image should the
is, of course, on a smaller scale,
Judicial Board have in the minds
but its principles should not be
of the students at Longwood?
altered merely because of Its
The image of the Judicial Board
size. Likewise, the qualities reshould never be one of a "police
quired of its members should reforce" that seeks to punish and
ALICE RENNIE
flect those of our recognized jucondemn. This sort of Image
diciaries, in remaining imparBoys should not be placed on| would only serve to weaken the
tial to the cases brought before
the Board, enabling them to ren- the Blacklist as the result of; purpose of the Judicial Board
der judgments which reflect no one incident unless the incident | rather than strengthen it. The
influence from outside pressure is such that it warrants some ac-1 Judicial Board must be a means
regarding the specific offender or Ition, this decision being left to; of representing and serving the
the case being reviewed. It is | the discretion of Judicial Board. \ student body in all aspects of
the important duty of every Ju- I If a boy a second time acts in a college life. It must project an
dicial Board member to hear way which is detrimental to a! image of fairness and undereach with an entirely open mind, Longwood girl, he should be plac- standing in the actions and derecognizing the significance of ed on the Blacklist for a pern id cisions that it makes. It is only
the facts submitted, the actions designated by the Judicial Board by this image that the Judicial
and character of the individuals during which time a Longwood Board can be of service to the
involved, and the gravity of the girl may not date him. This student body.
offense itself, each remembering would eliminate the rule that
that she embodies the well-being Longwood girls may date boys on
of the student body, acting im- the Blacklist provided the boy
partially to preserve and uphold does not come on campus to pick
MYflA BOONE
the rules it has established as the girl up.
2. What are your ideas on how those under which the majority
3. What image should the JuBlacklist cases should be may best function. Underlying dicial Board have in the minds of
handled?
these basic requirements, an the students at Longwood?
The main improvement in the |
In the past there has always
been a fear of the Judicial Board.
handling of Blacklist cases should
For the future the student body
be the obtaining of more comshould be aware of what the Juplete information on each case.
dicial Board stands for. They
These cases tend to be handled
haphazardly because the Judicial
should be made to realize that the
Judicial Board is made up of
Board often receives only second
students of a student body. It is not
hand information on which to
a group who walk around in black
make a decision. Admittedly this
robes dying to catch someone viois a difficult situation to remedy
lating a rule. Just as the Federal
because the Board is limited
Government has a Judicial
to interviewing witnesses from
Branch to enforce law so does
the student body and often there
Longwood - one which enforces
are no student witnesses. A poslaws and strengthens the student
sible solution would be the apgovernment of the school.
pointment of one Board member
ELEANOR WALNES
to be in charge of reports of
all possible Blacklist cases. This
Tri-Sigma Sponsors The Eddie Duchin Story
person would investigate
thoroughly (especially second
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority will present "The Eddy Duchin
hand sources) and report to the
Story" in Jarman Auditorium on November third at seven p.m.
Board. Any witnesses should be
The movie is in color and the price is twenty-five cents.
•
interviewed by the Board. The
The proceeds will go to the Robbie Page Memorial Fund to '
Board should hesitate (if not
SHERRY GRIMES
be donated to the cippled children's wing of the University of
to act in the absence
even more important concept North Carolina Hospital. This wing was founded and is supported
of reliable information.
i
3. What image should the which should be inherent in every by Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority.
Tickets may be purchased at the door or from any member I
I Board have in the minds! Jud'cial ,Board member one
f
tu.lents at Longwood? : *n"* 's offen ^ofly under- of the sorority.
lie Judicial Board as a body s,ated» ls understanding. We are
should deserve the respect of not yel so automated that we

Candidate:
Muni Boone

Freda Richards

Four Students Seek |
Judicial Board Chair

«
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House Association, Athletic Association Bring6 Contenders
Candidate:
Anne Smith

Candiate:
Candidate:
Peggy WUkim Jean Hendricks

Home: Alexandria, Virginia
Home: Richmond, Virginia
Home: McLean
Major: English - Spanish
Major: History and Social Science Major: Health and Physical EdQuestions:
ucation
Questions:
1. What position do you think
1. Why are the Round Robin Questions:
the House Association should play
1. Why are the Round Robin
tournaments important in the
on the Longwood campus?
tournaments important in the
intramural programs?
The purpose of House AssociaThe Athletic Association of intramural programs?
tion is to promote conditions
The Round Robin tournaments
Longwood College is composed
which are conducive to studying
of you, the individual student. are very important in the intraand living here at Longwood.
It is your support and enthusiasm j mural programs. In a Round
Since its rules and actions will
which supports this organiza- Robin tournament, each player
affect the student body directly,
tion and directs it in planning who has entered plays every
House Association is probably
future recreational activities. other player in the tournament.
the organization which must be
#
The Round Robin tournaments No one is ever eliminated. The
closest to the students. It is up
sponsored by the A.A. enable player who wins is the person
* to the students to inform the
each and every student to take who finishes with the most wins
House Association members of
part in such activities. Partici- or with the best results. In this
PEGGY
WIT
KINK
SHARON BANNON
the changes they would like to
JEAN HFNDRICKS
pation in these tournaments type of tournament anyone can
see made. In this way the Asplay
as
many
times
as
anyone
should be for enjoyment and fun.
Kaye Boykin
sociation is an organization which
Carolyn Hingerty
Every student who is interested else. Even if there is a player
work'., out the desires of the
(Continued from Page 1)
and has a desire to play should who is not as good as some
(Continued from Page 1)
students. Its second capacity is in relation to his academic do so - whether she is skilled others, she can still play many
as the intermediary between the achievement. Grade control in or unskilled should not and cer- games and get as much enjoy- lege activities.
students and the administration. student activities would be a tainly is not a qualification for ment from each game. In other This grade control is administome: Richmond, Virginia
Considering both of these factors, very good way to prevent such participation. It is the Round kinds of tournaments many times tered for the student's own proHajor: Elementary Education
the students should realize the a disaster. Nevertheless, it is Robin tournaments which offer a player will only get to play tection and serves to help each
Juestions:
importance of House Association my feeling that if we have too everyone who desires such, an once and then will be eliminated. student gauge her own activities
1. What position do you think as one of the strongest organi- many restrictions on our activiopportunity for recreational en- In the Round Robin tournament according to her individual abilihe House Association should play zations on the campus.
ties on campus, we will tend joyment.
the players will get a chance ties and the pressure of her
in the l-ongwood campus?
As House Council the Associa- to lose a part of our responsi2. How could the A.A. include to play many times before the academic work. An automatic efHouse Association is now in a tion was not recognized as a very bilities of self-government. A more people in its class and tournament is over. This gives fect of this control is to allow
ransitional period. It is coming important part of government, student must learn to discipline color activities?
players more chances to partici- for more participation in campus
nto its own as a separate and but now it is a separate and himself concerning what is most
activities and organizations by a
The Athletic Association is pate in the activities.
iqual branch of student govern- very important part of the stu- important. I do think though,
2. How could the A.A. include larger number of interested and
always interested in including
nent. House Association is as- dent government. With the growth that those regulations regarding mere people in its program. more people in its class and capable students. Major officers
iuming more responsibility in all | of the student, it is necessary students who hold positions of With the greater amount and va- color activities?
and representatives are free to
>hases of student life and must (to liave a strong House Associa- responsibility in student activi- riety of activities offered, more
The Athletic Association could give needed time to their duties
:ontinue to grow in this regard jtion which will coordinate the ties and those regarding students people should be encouraged and include more people in its class without neglecting their class
is our student body increases. | desires of the students and the on academic probation are very interested to participate, which and color activities by en- work. Persons not having thereuired
rtiis organization affects each administration in the best ways necessary for the overall welfare
Erade averages serve
also includes those who come couraging more people to partici-11
their
and
itudent at Longwood and it is the possible.
of the student involved.
pate.
Everyone
is
a
member
of
the!
class
their school in a
to watch and cheer their class
luty of House Association to see
2. Do you think that strict 3. Recently, there has been and/or color team to victory. Athletic Association and is thus I 'esser capacity while they conhat the most favorable conditions study hour should be continued? much diccussion concerning acaThere are many ways in which eligible to come out for activities. ] centrale on their studies so that
nist here.
If so, why? If not, what would you demic affairs and improving the people can participate in the This is one of the unique sys-' they can raise their grades,
. House Association must try to propose?
quality of teaching. What is a A.A., not only through the various terns at Longwood College. This i I realize that the present sys1 tem of
encourage within the student i It is very necessary that there good teacher?
grade control upon campus
activities offered but also by organization is not just made
body a more mature attitude be a complete evaluation of strict The most obvious qualification serving on the many committees up of several people, but it is, activities and office holders has
toward the concept of in- study hour. I think this evalua- for a good teacher is that she operating under the A.A.
made up of the entire student 'placed an appreciable burden esdividual responsibility in all t ion might prove that having two must be very competent in her
upon the present junior
3. What would be your specific body. I feel that if the students I pecially
areas of college lift.
hours of strict study is not enough subject area. Of equal importance objectives for the Athletic As- would be encouraged more.therei class. The juniors did not know
House Association must strive for students and does not really is the necessity that the teach- sociation next year?
would be more girls coming out |about tne cl>ange in policy far
to maintain a close relation-1 accomplish any purpose. If the er be dedicated to teaching, very
With the addition of the new for class and color activities. I enough in advance to be preship with the student body, rules are enforced, there is interested in and enthusiastic Student Activities Building, an Although, there is a great em-1 Pared for the increased academic
The students must realize that! quiet f„r two hours, but at ten about her subject, and genuinely I even more effective program phasize on the competition be-' requirements; however I do feel
the members of House Asso-j o'clock everything breaks loose. concerned about her students and I should be maintained by the Ath- tween the classes and colors, that the present plan has great
Ciation are their representa- Usually if a student has to study, their problems. If a teacher iletic Association. Suggestions and thus girls think they have, merit and should be given a fair
tatives totheboard. Themem-|she goes to one of the class- meets these requirements, she could be taken for the establish- to be very good to come out for chance to prove itself before it
bers of House Association! rooms or to the library,
will most likely possess other ment of such a program and an these sports. This is not true, j is discredited.
should talk freely with their
Very definitely there is a need characteristics which make her evaluation of past and present Everyone should participate
3. Recently, there has been
fellow students so that the for regulations concerning noise, superior. Some of these are a activities could be made for a whether they are just having much discussion concerning acaideas of all are considered but I do not think that strict pleasing personality, a good dis- better and more effective future fun or getting togehter with their ^m'0 affairs and improving the
before legislation is enacted. study hour as it stands now position, a sense of humor, pa- i program. The A.A. is a growing friends. It is a great opportunity quality of teaching. What is a
House Association must cre- meets this need. Inquiries should tience with her students, and j organization trying to keep space to do both of these things be- e°°d teacher?
ate an interest among thestu- be made at other schools as to a keen desire to be fair and I with the large increase of stu- sides enjoying the competition Interest, understanding, obdent body so that they will be, how they handle this problem, considerate.
jectivity and enthusiasm are the
dents and available facilities. of the color and class cups.
concerned with all legislation Actually, a quiet hour from a 4. In what specific areas of It is my desire to help in its The Athletic Association has j key traits which every good
enacted and will understand. certain hour in the evening to Student Government will you growth - to stimulate and moti- increased many sports and ac- teacher possesses. This person
mus
the reasoning behind certain the next morning might be more place your emphasis?
t have a sincere desire to
vate a wider range of participa- tivities in the past few years.
W1,n
n s
rules.
i effective. This time could control One of the main concerns of tion and to establish a program This enlargement has given more isharG
share with
' students the
House Association must try to | excessive noise, record players, all those interested in student that will interest and encourage Ipeople the opportunity to choose | k1no*ledee tha^he Ihas acquired^
stimulate an atmosphere that and other things. With the size government on our campus is i each of you, thus maintaining ithe activities they are interested He must not be too far removed
is conducive to studying and of Longwood, something more the construction of a more ac- !an even more active and useful in. Since Longwood is growing I from student problems and school
to cultural enrichment while comprehensive than strict study ademically-aware environment I A.A. for the future.
larger and larger, even more! or campus conditions. He must
at the same time maintaining hour should be considered. The at Longwood. The Student Govsports and activities will have try to challenge each member
the friendly spirit that exists students should be treated as a ernment Association alone canto be initiated into the program. of the class to want to learn and
Linda
Gardner
here at Longwood.
more mature group.
not create such an envi. onment.
From this broad field of activi- to do the best work possible. He
(Continued from Page 1)
3. Do you feel that House However, if the scope o! student
2. Do you think that strict study
ties students may select the is not biased, but rather he welour should be continued? If so, Council is effective as both a Government, which is the repre- !for and through the students of sports which interest them. By I comes students' opinions even
hy? If not, what would you legislative and judicial body?
sentative voice of the students, the college. For this reason, I having more activities more stu- when they differ from his own.
Now that House Association were broadened, it would have a feel that it is essential that more dents could be inc luded in the pro- He must possess a sense of huropose?
I fuel tliat Strict Study Hoar is a separate part of student positive effect on the intellectual ; emphasis be placed on the re- gram.
mor when trying situations an I
s it now stands is not effective, government, its function as a atmosphere of the campus. As lationship between the student
3. What would be yourspecitu and have the wisdom to admit that
ne has only to walk down the legislative body should move at President of Student Government, Ibody and the Legislative Board, objectives for the Athletic As- he is sometimes wrong. Above
ill of an upperclassmen dor- a stronger pace. There should 1 would strive to broaden Stu- i In order for the student govern- sociation next year?
all, a good teacher leads rather
litory during Strict Study Hour be more evaluation of all the dent Government in the following | ment to do the best possible job, One of my objectives for the than directs his or her Ol
i realize this. The basic LdM rules, and their efficiency con- ways:
its members should be aware of ! Athletic Association would be1 along the pathway to knowledge
»hind it is good but in many ways sidering the growing number of I. by stimulating student par- the feelings and ideas of the rest to try to get more people in- and maturity.
students. Many rules which have ticipation in governmental and of the student body. On the other terested in participating in the
has outlived its purpose.
In what specific areas of
1 feel that Strict Study Hour been around for years need to be campus activities;
hand, the students need to know sports and recreational activi- Student Government will you
should be continued for fresh-; considered in an overhauling job. II. by providing more and just what their government is do- ties which we have offered here Place your emph., I
men as this is the training j Of course, nothing can be changed varied opportunities for student ing. The key point of this em- at Longwood. There liave been
I plan to place the einpli.i
unless the students realize their cultural enrichment;
period in their college life.
phasis is for a better informed several activities added where of Student Government in two
Possibly a Quiet Hour for up- own responsibilities. The III. by expanding the purpose student government and student students can participate in and major areas. First, I feel that
perclassmen could exist that changes that many students want of Student Government from that body with everyone working to- enjoy. This variety gives each, more awareness, understanding
and active pertldpatloD in stuwould cover the afternoon can come only on a cooperative of a delegated body which over- gether for the benefit of all.
student a chance to pick
dent Government should be enperiod and night also. Stu- basis between the students and sees student activities to include
In deciding on areas for emtii whli h ihi i i mi' r<
iraged, I wish to more fully
dents, realizing the work they the administration.
student contributions to the ed- phasis one cannot overlook the in.
This is the importance of the ucational programs of the col- 1 fact that Longwood is a rapidly
had to do, would study when
lation is utilii"' ""' •''"■'m' "' '•"••'I'''
wlllinf
judicial function of House As- lect-.
'expanding college. With this ex- an Important part of 1
they had the time.
' P*1** '"' '
■*■
pansion, there will have to to be I College. It promotes a great deal could ma
This proposal does not sug- sociation. This function starts
ficlanl contrl,l1
gest that no noise at all would at the level of the hall presidents
college. I feel thal
many changes made, and among 0f spirit and competition be- "be allowed. Rather, it sug- wno are in direct contact with
,.,
npii lied Intni
:twe
these is the need for a greater
gests that each student have the students. If students respect
social, cultural, and academic I think that this competition adds tollo*
,l
a little more consideration their authority, this is an indiawareness. With this expansion to the college. Tl.
" ll"h
"'
for the other person. If people cation of the responsibility of
more an
Ire]
are
there will also be a need for betenwanted to dance and sing in the students. It is necessary
ter relations between the ad- M and wmk harder (01
their room they could close for House Association to function
.pint and couraged to attend and
ministration, the faculty, and the
sigtheir doors thus eliminating a efficiently as a judicial body,
students. It is only through the loyalty within the classes to the In the Cl
nificant itudenl
on a
great deal of noise. Students or its rules will lave no effect.
combined and unified effoi I
i oil) i II elf.
la] meeting ol the Legisthat wanted to study could put If students do not show a sense
three that Longwood College will
Then an
H activities
Study cards on their doors of responsibility now, they can
be able to continue this growth whi< h the Athletic A .soclatlon lative Board mi| hi be i ailed to
before a
expecting these cards to be re- not lie expected to show it under
and to meet the needs and despected by their fellow stu- more liberal rules. Because it
mands of its students.
foi ii,
'i'i ■
does start at the level of the
b) Informed tudenl
dents.
■ , tin judicial (unction
Exhibition Lacrosse
houldbeneld
The Hall Presidents would
not be the only people who of the Association is most effecGome
'"ruli tndcl msjea H
could give call downs. If people tive in giving these l.i
3:00 P. M., Nov. 3
persisted in really disturbing
ANNOUNCEMENT
Barlow Field
the
others then they could give
The 1966 "VIRGINIAN
them a call down. One of the
Mrs.
Harris
Class
noes on salr today. Novempoints that 1 would like to ber 1. throned December 5.
.but ion i
vs.
stress here is that people will for $4.00. Buy yours now!
Dianne Davis's Class
I.untied on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
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tures of each. Not all that I
listing, requesting a personal
explanation of the Incident in orhave said is right, but at
least it is a proposal — someder that a one-sided view may
thing for each student to think
be avoided. Thus, whether or not
about and determine what she
a reply is received, the Board and
the administration may feel justhinks is best and right for
tified in delivering the resulting
Longwood.
3. Do you feel that House Coundecision. I do not believe that the
accused individual should be cil is effective as both a legislabrought before the Board itself, tive and a judicial body?
however, for the reason that the
I feel that House Association Is
individual, as a person, is not effective as both a legislative
being judged, or should be judged, and judicial board.
by our college, but rather his or 1. The members of House Asher interaction with the college
sociation enact the legislation,
Home: Newport News, Virginia Home: Ft. Defiance, Virginia
therefore, they are in a poHome: Richmond, Virginia
and
its
participants.
The
decision
Major:
English
PHYLLIS
MTEftS
I Major: Elementary Education
sition to know what must be
Elementary Education
to blacklist should be made solely
Questions:
Questions:
as to what is currently success- to protect the respectable
Questions:
done when rules are broken.
1.
Is
a
campus
wide
religious
1. I. i • amplifl wide religious 1. Is a campus wide religious organization such as our YWCA ful on their campuses.
function of Longwood College and 2. Neither the seriousness of the
3. What is your interpretation the social lives of its students.
orr
such as our organisation such as our necessary on today's campus?
infractions nor the quantity of
^
„
h
Y.v.
cessary on today's Y.W.C.A. necessary on today's If so, why?
these infractions at this time
The present rule of barring
campuses? If so, why?
Is God dead? The thought calls blacklisted students from enteris
sufficient to warrant a sepacampn • ." n so, why?
The ever growing number of
' lirious organization is Yes, I am a firm believer that students on today's campuses on us to think about the meaning ing the campus is, I believe,
rate judiciary board.
an organization such as the
necessary on today's campuses Y.W.C.A. functions asanintegral is a major concern of those of our existence. What are we the most effective that can be
living for? From where does applied, under the circumbee
the vital services it
interested in education. The two
Margaret Bridges
community, thecol- part of a college campus. Value major problems it presents are our strength for dally living stances. As a college woman,
, ■ r individual students. systems of what is right and what an impersonal atmosphere in come? This theory, to me, is I believe each Longwood student
is wrong are constantly beingdis(Continued from Page 1)
not claiming that God never was, has the privilege of deciding,
I hi community services mayinwhich the individual is submerged
clude conti Ibutlons to charities, cussed. College students often and intense pressures of compe- but that He haj died for man within her own conscience, with characteristics which good
in time and talents. For the become very confused and be- tition. The traditional problems who no longer needs Him. Our whom she chooses to associate teachers invaribly possess. Most
College a religious group spon- wildered by the changing value of the student persist, too: a basic belief in a loving and per- outside the college community, as important is a teacher's knowts, campus drives, systems established by many of schedule with no time for reflec- sonal God is being questioned long as she herself obeys the ledge and understanding of the
their peers and adults. The
and tested.
and othei programs.
rules under which she is obligat- subject which she teaches. She
tion on the basic issues of life;
The greatest fulfillment of a Y.W.C.A., however is an or- the turmoil of having one's old There is so much turmoil, ed while in the college's area of uses her knowledge, not to imorganization on today's ,_ganization which can enhance concepts and standards upset; hate, and sometimes almost influence. Should a blacklisted press her students, but rather
-„„.......,.,.
Christian _?_.....
spirit on a ,_,_._:,___.
campus and
chaos around us that the existo challenge them. She is ini.'.es ■.
is *..
for ...i.
each I^M-WLI
individual!__._,_„_._
establish
absolutes
which
the stu- a growing awareness of the ten- tence of a loving God seems individual violate the conditions terested in her students as indilent. In our generation we are
of
his
or
her
blacklisting
by
consions of the world; and new
faced with many problems con- dents of the college community situations with which to cope unbelievable. Many have lost tinually coming onto the campus, viduals. She makes herself availshould
strive
to
follow.
Students
sense of Him completely and for instance to date or visit a able to her students for quescerning race, morals, religion,
etc. In rod) .in organization stu- are constantly looking for some- constantly. The student, fast ap- are trying to fill the vacuum student who is aware of the black- tions or problems they might
dents of every faith are given thing tangible to guide them. The proaching the responsibilities of this left in their lives with sex- listing, I would suggest that an have. She demands their respect,
the opportunity to come together Y.W.C.A. should function as a young adulthood, is sensitive to ual freedom, sensationalsim, interview be made with the Long- yet never makes students fear
these problems.
drugs, and claims of "It's what wood student to determine the her. In short, a good teacher
to snare their problems, their guide to our students.
I believe the YWCA can play happening!"
beliefs, and their future hopes.
is to her students an instructor,
a vital role in the resolving We, as students especially, cause of the violation. Should the guide, and friend.
Because such a Christian orof these problems. Christ's cen-|are ta ^ midst o( £ tumolJ student herself be the cause, then
ganization involves students in
4. In what specific areas of
tral message is the value of|and doubt Qur classwork — subsequent judicial action should
services and concerns of this
Student Government will you
be
taken
against
the
student,
as
every human being and it was extra.curricular activities de_
generation, I feel it is a very
failure to abide by the college place your emphasis?
on this foundation that the I was, mand SQ much Q{ 0Uf
enef_
beni'ilicil part of all campuses
I believe that the present time
rules regarding blacklisted infounded. Its responsibly-is to
M M
M m „ £
dividuals. As in all matters is quite important to Longwood
recognize
and
draw
out
the
in[
,
^
^
0 lose touch
eacn
2. What, if any, specific
because Longwood is in a transidividual Among its members, as feUow human ^^.created brought before the Judicial tional stage today. We find ourI'luii i: are needed to make the
Board,
I
believe
the
severity
of
is
a
feeling
of
equality
and
^
^
in
t
f God
wl h
Y.\\.
11 (meaningful an orthe offense is paramount to de- selves in a situation in which
warmth Its fellowship provides w H,mse£ [s £J
ii to each individual on
termining
the length of the black- we must evaluate and alter some
time and resources for reflection hQW
our limitations
h
the l.ongwood campus?
of the old attitudes and tradilist
period
to be served.
on those basic issues of life
„/or „ h
In the past three years our
tions that Longwood had as a
3.
What
image
should
the
Juto go into certain topics with;
b
M b
s ,«
Y.W.C.A. has endeavored to
small college, and start to lay
dicial
Board
have
in
the
minds
more depth than is possible £; ^ ^°Lord'0f H J3/^
' •' entire student body of
the foundations for the large
of
the
students
at
Longwood?
I College. We realize
S£rC?SuWin'
f. 5 St^ fulfillment of this its mottoTthe
In the scope of our college college that Longwood is fast
KAKEN KNOPF
YWCA Movement, having been
campus can
ihat this goal has not been atyears,
we as students of Long- becoming. This change requires
tained, although we feel our "Y" 2. What if any specific changes founded in 872, provides a sense, 1(kj ^ ££££ J^
wood
College,
cometo form criti- a great deal of thought and awareof
continuity
irt
stability
that
I
is becoming stronger. Longwood are needed to make the Y.W.C.A.
cal
opinions
of
the various facets ness, and also bringing Longmore meaningful an organization is unique on the modern campus
understanding which eve^
b
of
our
institution,
whether they be wood into its proper perspective.
to each individual on the Long- Yet, possessing this sense of;
'
f us so needs
I feel that it is the duty and
one 0I us so neeqh
governmental,
social.administradition, the Y has always been
wood campus?
responsibility
of the Student Govtrative,
or
journalistic.
Such
Because I am a transfer stu- a dynamic organization changing
ernment
to
seek
out the opinion
opinions
are
too
often
formed
by
Carolyn Hingerty
dent at Longwood, my knowledge constantly to meet current issues
of the majority of the student
the
individual
student
as
those
of the past projectsof the and social needs on the campus
(Continued from Page 3)
supposedly representative of the body. It, in turn, is the reY.W.C.A. is rather limited. How- and in community and world. I, add
«> whenever needed to carry majority. We, according to our sponsibility of each student to
ever, through my observations believe the YWCA is necessary!
wise elders, are said tobea gen- voice her opinion and not feel
on
today's
campuses
to
answer
j
out
the assigned duties.
the Y appears to be an organiza•**■ Legislative Board eration of thinkers and rational that her idea won't make any
tion with a definite function, in the need for unified spiritual
guidance
in
the
common
concerns!
s^uid
»* Jjj more close contact individualists. But do we always difference. This system calls
that it is well accepted on the
with
the students whom they rep- live up to this proud reputation? for a great deal of understanding
Longwood campus. This is fine, of today's college students, both
resent.
They should try in every Or do we accept what we hear and co-operation between the stubut to further its importance we as students and as women.
major
instance
to poll students from others as our own doctrine dent body and its Legislative
cannot become dormant. Two
2. What, if any, specific
for
opinions,
suggestions
and without bothering or caruig to Board. I therefore place a great
suggestions for further es- changes are needed to make the
complaints
before
they
act
in examine the real, individualist deal of emphasis on the system
tablishing the importance of the YWCA more meaningful an
beliefs that we may possess? The of communication between the
their
behalf.
Y on our campus would be: (1) organization to each Individual
Judicial Board of Longwood Col- student body and the Legislative
I
would
place
a
second
major
to make literature available for on the Longwood campus?
NANCY YOUNO
lege represents, to many stu- Board, a realistic and fair sel
emphasis
on
providing
more
enall students concerning the pur- The tradition of friendliness,
dents
who misunderstand its real of standards and rule^ which rewe
k
d
gj?
f ? £™£^£ purpose, an organization created flect the true opinion of th€
Btudentfi must realize thepurpose pose and activities of the Y; (2) warmth, trust, and high standards si
cial events for
to
sponsor
activities
which
would
at
Lon^ood
is
familiar
and
cher-!
?
those
students
"I tin-Y.w'.( .A,-.moil-denominasolely for the purpose of pro- student body, and a strong awareished; yet, Longwood, just as: who remain on campus
om
,h entlre stude
tional group-whlcb works tocre- ^
P.lf
,last
! suggestion
„ would
1*
nouncing judgment on the ness and understanding of the
a Bowlin
body.
This
other colleges, is growing, and "
* £™»^J** JJ "crimes" committed by those transitional stage in which Longm c hnstian atmosphere
ar,le
tedenU and to en- j advance the purpose of the Y as the problems I have mentioned
P
,f °°fk J J£ J £ among us who choose to disobey
new tudent Ac,ivities BuIld
*
- the administrative, social, and wood finds itself today.
; I p experience.' an interdenominational organiza- above will be becoming more!
,U8t help the student »on These were two methods that and more our own. I believe b ing.
moral codes under which we live;
Waldo G. Miles
it they are all ,r * as President of the Y at this particular tradition Is a " Afternoon trips might be plan- to these same people, the Board
ned
to
such
nearby
cities
as
vital and lovely part of LongY.W.C.A, They l-ouisburg College.
To Speak At LC
Richmond. The students could is an exclusive, black-robed soThere is always room for im-; wood and should be maintained,
arc invited to attend all meetcitey which clouds its proleave
after
Saturday
classes,
For Convocation
provement
in
any
organizational
j
if at all possible. The individual
I to take part in theservshop, have dinner, see a ceedings in a veil of secrecy
group.
Through
cooperation
must
become
more,
rather
than
ind programs of the ormovie, and return to campus and teases our curiosity by postamong the officers and its mem- less, important on our campus.
By KAREN MAHER
I .mi ation.
ing anonymous summaries of the
Saturday
night.
The Y.W.C.A. on our campus bers, numerous goals be attained Other major organizations are
The Convocation assembly,
cases
brought
before
it.
To
many,
laying strong foundations for the c. An Inexpensive combo party it represents the inconvenience of originally scheduled for October
1 need to change Its pw- by the Y.
could be sponsored by one of
3.
What
is
your
interpretation
future good of the Longwood stu1 Ideals, it is up to us
a search, the unfairness of a 4, will take place November 2.
the campus organizations.
■ ;;; of the "God is Dead" theory?
dent, and this, I believe, must
suspension, the ideal source of This assembly, attended by the
itactlng our stu-LJ" my opinion ,he "God is Dead be reflected in the YWCA, too, d. Students should be informed gossip. But have we ever stopped faculty members and the student
various plays, museum exdeal body. With our enthusiasm 1 Tneory '
and I repudiate both as one of the five major
body, marks the formal comhibits and other cultural, to realize what our judicial or- mencement of the school year.
it.
There
are
a
few
general!
organizations and as a unique
"in "i.
,11 becomes more
ganization
does
for
us
as
a
body
events
which
they
could
attend
and influential organiza- facts for my belief: God, as we organization. It is the Y's redesigned to represent the welfare Following the academic proof faith know him, is a living sponsibility to be a source of. as a group.
11 HI campus.
of each individual? The image we cession of the faculty and senur Interpretation vital force in our lives. How can interrelation and warmth among
have of the Judicial Board should iors, Dr. Elmer N. Hassell.pas.
Sherry Grimes
man deny the living existence other organizations and among j
I Is Dead" theory?
be one which reflects our own tor of the Farmville Methodisi
(Continued from Page 2)
G id" theory of a being who created the human students as individuals. Thereadulthood and maturity, in that we Church, will give the Invocatior
I a i" 111 in the c mveraatioo ol body and gave it the ability to fore, a new emphasis first needs\B lack
cases should be recognize Its existence and ! speech.
reproduce itself into a thinking to be placed on strengthening handled?
Mr. Waldo G. Miles wiU dell being. This could not channels of communication. For Here at Longwood, we are for- principles as those of a mature iliver the main address at UM
pubUc
college
environment,
where
the
mind. riM
1 Biii ity was have been an accident of nature. instance, the YWCA bulletin tunate in that we operate under a basic rights of the individual are assembly. Mr. Miles, a resident
Pi if. Thomas J. Al- Who created the trees, the bodies! board should be nearer the center relatively non-restrictive dating preserved and protected. Fantasy of Bristol, Virginia, is a mem. \tter of water, the mountains? I feel of student activity; the cabinets program, as compared with those has no place in Longwood's ju- ber of the law firm of Jones
that someone far superior than of the church groups should meet of other women's colleges
Woodward, Miles, and Greiner
himself. How can one think informally with the YWCA cabi- throughout the state. Unfor- dicial proceedings - likewise, It He is a former president of th«
"mod
Ism," few Chris* man
should be absent from our image
of God as
lubtfui of
^ing passe?
net at least once during the tunately, however, instances do of the Board itself.
Virginia State Bar Associatiot
man) have pro- The "God Is Dead Theory" is year; other organizations along j occur in which judicial action
and the Washington and Lee La»
not new. It has been voiced by with the church groups should must be taken to preserve the
School Alumni Association.
Sharon Bannon
UUJ over the centuries. The have representatives on the social standards which we as
tin.-, theory,
Mr. Miles has shown his Inning thing is the person YWCA cabinet; a regular news- college women expect to be up(Continued from Page 3)
I an
• ry of a
terest In Virginia by his memthe opinion is generally letter of some sort should be held. I believe that any action
ntrw . \ 11 \ sometimes listen more readi- bership in the Virginia Stat<
one wi '
rnbaby, 0! some prominence and there- distributed to the student body taken by an individual, either
ly to their friends than they Board of Education and the Vir(ore bis theory is passed on by and sent to other colleges of in visiting the Longwood campus
it till ::. ton .Hid g|
will to a hall president. If ginia Mental Health Study Commany blind follow*
watchi
fai
people really have to study mission. For five years he wa*
the National YWCA. A second or otherwise involved with a
I feel that God sent these people
they will make their friends a member of the Virginia Tar
the burnlni
1 ion Id be expansion Longwood student, which would
who doubt his living existence in areas of interest and activi- cause extreme embarrassment,
bush 1
,n surelj
be quiet.
Study Commission, and he wa.'
:
in I
'i, ijii
ler to stp
5.
I
would
like
to
stress
that
ties.
I
can
see,
for
example,
harm,
or
degradation
to
the
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YWCA Draws Knopf, Myers, Young

To Run For 67-68 Presidential Job
Candidate:
Nancy Young

Candidate:
Karen Knopf

Candidate:
Phyllis Myers
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